
FOOT REST
PILLOW

HAVE AN ISSUE WITH YOUR FOOT REST PILLOW?
Enjoy hassle free replacements: if your foot rest pillow is defective or damaged, we will ship you a new one 
ABSOLUTELY FREE. 

Contact 5 STARS UNITED directly through Amazon for any assistance. We're here to help:

1.  Go to product listing on Amazon and select 5 STARS UNITED. 
2.  Select the "Ask a Question" button. 
3.  Write your message and send! We'll reply in less than 24 hours. 
4.  Or just simply click the button below:

PLEASE NOTE:
Your cushion will conform to your body within a few days.

Memory foam is heat responsive and will soften with body heat. It may feel firm initially but will soften once it 
absorbs heat from your body.

The product needs at least 24 hours to recover. To make memory foam take its shape and functional condition 
faster, follow these tips: 

•  Unbox the product right away.
•  If it was packed, rolled, or folded, unfold it and lay your product flat.
•  Make sure the room is warm. Warmer temperatures increase the fluidity of the viscoelastic material that 
   the memory foam is made of.
•  Provide the product with ample air circulation and ventilation

Ask a  question

Experience enhanced comfort when you sit, rest or work!

1. Adjust the height with the detachable base 
for your comfort 

2. Place the footrest under the table in front 
of you and rest your feet on the pillow

2.1 The pillow can also be used with the base 
up to increase the available leg area
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https://www.amazon.com/askseller?_encoding=UTF8&marketplaceID=ATVPDKIKX0DER&ref_=v_sp_contact_seller&sellerID=AJM4B4QFRLL5D


How to Clean

Washing Instructions:

30°

support@5starsunited.com

Dry cleaning is prohibited

Do not bleach

Hand-washable or Mashine wash cold water

Line or Flat Dry

Do not Iron

If you feel resistance,
simply fold the pad
so that the cover
comes off easier
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Only wash the cover — not the pad! 
Machine wash with cold water (30°). 

Again, do not put memory
foam in the washer or dryer!

Unzip the zipper
at the bottom
of the cushion

1 Remove the pad 
from the cover
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